
You Will Need:
Ultimate
Gold & cream pearl card from Enveloper 
card pack
Narrow gold border peel offs
Small piece of wire
PVA glue

This basic box technique has been 
progressed to the next level by 
incorporating some of the more 
advanced embossing elements 

on the board. learn how to create 
your own toppers and add elegant 

finishing touches using the 
decorative embossed corners to 
create professional results every 

time.

Stage 1
To begin with, take a sheet of gold & a sheet of cream 
card and score on the box maker on line 5. 
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Stage 2
Make up the box base in the standard way by creasing 
all of the score lines, trim out a small triangle at the 
corner to form the glue flap and stick the corners 
together using PVA glue. Place some pegs at the 
corners while the glue sets, to prevent the corners from 
slipping out of alignment

Stage 3
To add the decorative elements to the box lid, line the 
edge of the card against the lip of the Ultimate and 
score the scalloped line from the Ultimate all around 
the bottom edges of the lid on the inside. (To make 
sure the pattern lines up, either score and cut out one 
side at a time, using a pencil to trace the design on the 
next side to be scored, or when you have made a few of 
these, you can achieve an unbroken pattern by simply 
lining up the edge against the board by eye).  

Stage 4
To add the decorative design on the top of the lid, 
score the decorative corner from the Ultimate on two 
opposites corners, making sure that there is a gap of 
about 8 mms between the edge of the scoring and the 
edge of the box top.

Stage 5
Line up the scoring against any straight embossing line 
on the board and join up the edge of the decorative 
corner with a straight line that joins up the other two 
opposite corners of the lid.
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Stage 6
With scissors or a craft knife, trim around the scalloped 
edge around the bottom of the lid and also cut out an 
aperture that has been created on the lid with your 
embossing.

Stage 7
With some more of the cream card, cut a square to fit 
inside the lid and glue it in using some PVA. 

Stage 8
As a finishing touch for the centre of the lid, emboss 
a gold butterfly from the embossing shape on the 
Ultimate.

Stage 9
Cut it out, edge with peel offs and apply to the centre 
of the box lid, placing some curled wire underneath the 
main part of the body to make antennae. Finish the 
box by adding peel off borders to all of your embossed 
lines and glue together the corners. 


